The recent resolution of DAT structure (dDAT) from Drosophila permits us for the first time to directly view the sequence of events involved in DA reuptake in human DAT (hDAT) using homology modeling and full-atomic microseconds accelerated simulations.
INTRODUCTION
Human dopamine transporter (hDAT) belongs to the family of neurotransmitter:sodium symporters (NSS), which includes serotonin, norepinephrine, and g-aminobutyric acid transporters. Malfunction of hDAT has been implicated in many neurological and psychiatric disorders, such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, bipolar disorder, clinical depression, drug addiction, and alcoholism (Vaughan and Foster, 2013; Amara and Sonders, 1998) , and hDAT is an important target for therapeutic antidepressants.
The specific mechanism of function of DAT at the atomic scale has been elusive to date due to lack of structural data. With the elucidation of the first DAT structure (from Drosophila melanogaster; dDAT) in 2013 (Penmatsa et al., 2013) , and the recent dDAT structures in the presence of dopamine, cocaine, and amphetamine (Wang et al., 2015) , we now have access to valuable data for structure-based explorations of DAT's mechanism of function.
In the absence of structural data for DAT, information on the dynamics of hDAT at the atomic scale has been inferred from models or simulations based on the bacterial transporter LeuT (Beuming et al., 2006; Gedeon et al., 2010; Indarte et al., 2008; Kniazeff et al., 2008; Guptaroy et al., 2009; Huang and Zhan, 2007) . DAT shares the same fold as LeuT, which has long served as a prototype for understanding the mechanism of function of LeuT-fold family members, being the first member of that family structurally resolved (Yamashita et al., 2005) and characterized in multiple states (Krishnamurthy and Gouaux, 2012; Piscitelli et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2008) . Computational studies performed for NSS family members that share the LeuT fold (Kantcheva et al., 2013; Bahar, 2013, 2014; Khafizov et al., 2012; Shaikh and Tajkhorshid, 2010; Zomot and Bahar, 2012; Thomas et al., 2012; Stockner et al., 2013; Zomot et al., 2015) also helped understand the structural and dynamic features of the family, e.g. the organization of the 12 transmembrane (TM) helices (TM1-TM12) in two pseudo-symmetric inverted repeats (Forrest, 2013; Forrest et al., 2008; Forrest and Rudnick, 2009) , or the complex coupling between global and local structural transitions during substrate transport (Cheng and Bahar, 2013) . Global transitions take place between outward-facing (OF) and inward-facing (IF) states, in line with the classical alternating-access model (Jardetzky, 1966) ; local conformational switches control the opening/closure of the extracellular (EC) or intracellular (IC) gates in the respective OF or IF states (Cheng and Bahar, 2013) . The resolution of dDAT, which has more than 50% sequence identity with hDAT (as opposed to 22% between LeuT and hDAT [Stockner et al., 2013] ), as well as the identification of the binding sites of two sodium ions (Na1 and Na2) and a chloride ion in the dDAT crystal, present an excellent starting point for investigating dopamine (DA) transport mechanism at the atomic scale and comparing it with (and consolidating) earlier work, as indicated by our recent examination of the binding properties of different psychostimulants on hDAT.
The conformational events that mediate substrate/ion transport occur over a broad range of time scales (from nanoseconds to beyond milliseconds). Visualization of local events requires atomic models and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, but global motions cannot be captured by conventional MD. Instead, multiscale methodologies are needed. A powerful method is accelerated MD (aMD) (Hamelberg et al., 2004) which, combined with conventional MD (cMD) and targeted MD (Shaikh and Tajkhorshid, 2010) , helped us elucidate the substates visited along the LeuT transport cycle (Cheng and Bahar, 2014): Here the asterisk designates the substrate/ion-bound state, and suffixes o and c refer to the open or closed conformers of the EC or IC gates (e.g. OFc* is the substrate-bound OF transporter with closed EC gate). Of these six computationally detected substates, three have been resolved for LeuT: OFo (Krishnamurthy and Gouaux, 2012) , OFc* (Yamashita et al., 2005) , and IFo (Krishnamurthy and Gouaux, 2012) . Recently, the first crystal structure of an occluded inward-facing state (IFc*; comparable with holo-occluded) with bound Na + and substrate has been resolved for MhsT (Malinauskaite et al., 2014) , another member of the NSS family.
In the present study, we implemented a dual-boost aMD (Hamelberg et al., 2007; Miao et al., 2013) and cMD to study the mechanism of function of hDAT. We observe not only the conformational switches at the gate residues, but also the global structural transitions from OFo to IFo states. Our simulations elucidate the structure of hDAT at various stages of the translocation process, including DA-bound OFc* state, which exhibits close resemblance to Leu-bound LeuT (Yamashita et al., 2005) . They also support the existence of a temporarily stabilized holo-occluded state closed to both EC and IC environments (in lieu of occluded IFc*) along the transport cycle of DAT. The simulations provide a clear picture of the sequence of events and key interactions that enable DA transport, starting from recognition and uptake from the synapse, all the way to the release to the cytosol.
RESULTS

Overview of Simulations
We performed two sets of simulations (Figure 1) starting from: (A) the OFo state with a DA molecule initially placed in the EC region more than 20 Å away from D79 at the EC vestibule; and (B) the same structure with a DA docked onto the primary substratebinding site S 1 consistently detected in the first set of runs as well as independent docking simulations, designated as OFo* (see Supplemental Information). The hDAT structure used for initiating the simulations was constructed by homology modeling (Sali and Blundell, 1993) using the dDAT structure as template. The simulations helped visualize the conformational fluctuations of apo hDAT in the OFo state (runs 1-2); the mechanism of DA recognition and binding (runs 3-6); hDAT reconfiguration into OFc* state (runs 5-11); subsequent progression to holo-occluded (runs 5-6 and 9-11); opening of the IC vestibule to transition to IFo* (runs 6, 9-11); and release of DA (runs 12-13). All reported events were verified to be reproduced in at least two runs. aMD runs 14-17 were performed for apo hDAT to verify that the closure of the EC vestibule was stabilized upon DA binding to site S 1 , and not in the apo state. Table  S1 gives a summary of all runs. Detailed methods, including the construction of the EL2 loop S190-P212 unresolved in dDAT, are presented in the Experimental Procedures.
Uptake of DA from the EC Region Involves a First Recognition Site
The first set of simulations revealed two sites involved in DA binding from the EC region (Figures 2 and S1 ): The first, located by DA within nanoseconds (cMD runs 3-4), was a recognition site (S 0 ) at the upper part of the EC vestibule; D79 and D476 coordinated the DA amine and carbonyl groups, respectively. The second, observed in extended aMD runs 5-6, was more buried into the vestibule, closely coinciding with the primary binding site S 1 identified for LeuT (Yamashita et al., 2005) . DA stably located this site after transient binding to S 0 (see Movie S1). Figure 2 depicts the trajectory of DA and accompanying hDAT structural changes as DA proceeds from the EC region, to S 0 , and to S 1 : first, the R85-D476 salt bridge forms after DA binding to S 0 , which serves as the outer EC gate that prevents its escape back to the EC medium; F320 (C a -C b dihedral angle c 1 ) shows rotational isomeric fluctuations predisposing it to associate with Y156 (inner EC gate stabilized after DA binding to S 1 ).
Substrate Binding Prompts the Closure of Two EC Gates
In the majority of our simulations, the binding of DA to S 1 led to the closure of the EC gates R85-D476 (outer) and Y156-F320 (inner) within $100 ns (Figure 3) . A closer examination showed that the binding of DA, and in particular its attractive interaction with D79, disrupted a local network of hydrogen bonds that would form intermittently between D79, Y156, and N82 in the OFo state (prior to DA binding) ( Figure S1 ). This freed Y156, which could then pair up with F320 in the isomeric state c 1 = À160 ± 15 . Y156-F320 association occurred upon the DA-stimulated disruption of the original network of interactions. In the absence of DA binding (runs 1-4 and 14-16), the occasional jumps of F320 from its original (OFo) state (c 1 = À75 ± 15
) to c 1 = À160 ± 15 were short-lived and the EC vestibule generally remained open. F320 is the counterpart of F253 in LeuT, whose isomerization and subsequent interaction with Y108 stabilizes the bound substrate (Cheng and Bahar, 2013 In addition to these local conformational switches, DA binding was accompanied by global changes, mainly 10 -15 inward tiltings in TM1b and TM6a toward the center of the EC vestibule, coupled to the closure of the EC gates ( Figures 2G and 3) . Furthermore, TM10 broke near S422-G426, presumably to accommodate these rearrangements.
These global and local changes consistently led to the same conformer, OFc*, with a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 2.0 ± 0.2 Å , at the end of two independent cMD runs: one with Anton (Shaw et al., 2008 ) (2 ms, run 7) and the other with NAMD (Phillips et al., 2005 ) (100 ns, run 8; Table S1 ). The site S 1 was minimally hydrated with only three to four water molecules occasionally coordinating Na2 and DA. Figure S2 shows the tight coordination of DA and ions in the OFc* state.
Occurrence of Holo-Occluded State The OFc* state was stabilized only temporarily. Four independent aMD runs invariably showed that hDAT further progressed to a more stable occluded structure, the so-called holooccluded state, which was comparable with that observed in the simulations of LeuT OF / IF transition (Cheng and Bahar, 2014) . Two inter-helical distances distinguish the holo-occluded state from OFo and OFc*, as illustrated in Figure 4 : TM1b-TM10 and TM6a-TM10, both probing the extent of exposure to the cell exterior. A third metric, TM1a-TM6b, reflecting the exposure to the cytosol, did not exhibit any important change, indicating that while the EC-facing region contracts during these passages, (G) Center-of-mass distances of EC-exposed TM6a-TM10 and TM1b-TM10. Gray vertical bar marks the switch from cMD (run 3) to aMD (run 6). See also Figure S1 .
the (originally closed) IC-facing TM1a-TM6b pair remains unchanged, hence the name holo-occluded whereby the ligand is ''sealed'' from both environments. Notably, these inter-helical packing properties, typical of the holooccluded state, were not observed in the apo hDAT ( Figure S3 ). Furthermore, in contrast to OF structures, the EC vestibule is almost dehydrated in the holo-occluded state, and the closed IC face also prevents the hydration of the site S 1 ( Figure 4B ). A cluster of hydrophobic residues, W84 (TM1b), P387 (EL4b), and F472, L475, A479, and A480 (TM10), closely associate in this state ( Figure 5 ) to obstruct water influx from the EC vestibule. Further data on time-resolved events associated with the transition to the holo-occluded state consistently observed in two independent runs can be seen in Figures 6 and S4. We note the gradual decrease in TM6a-TM10 and TM1b-TM10 distances and the minimal increase in TM1a-TM6b; the fluctuations in Cl À position; and the formation of the salt bridge E428-K260 at the expense of E428-R445, releasing TM9 to assume a more ''open'' conformation.
Propensity of Holo-Occluded State to Transition into IF State
As the simulations proceeded in the holo-occluded state, we saw structural fluctuations signaling the propensity of this state to transition to the IF state. The intermittent dislocations of Na2 (see below) started to trigger the permeation of a few IC water molecules ( Figures 6D and 7 ), which together with the disruption of the N82-N353 hydrogen bond near Na1 and Cl À ( Figure 7C) contributed to destabilizing the site S 1 . We also note the outward tilting TM5 and TM9 accommodated by the extension of a TM4-TM5 loop (probed by G258-G263 distance increase from 8 to $12 Å ) ( Figure S4 ). One might indeed qualify this intermediate between OFc* and IFo as IFc*, like the one resolved for MhsT (Malinauskaite et al., 2014 ). Yet other properties (in addition to TM1a-TM6b association) suggest an occluded, rather than an IF, state, e.g. the persistence of the IC-gating salt bridge R60-D436 and the tri-aromatic interactions W63-F332-T335 (counterpart of LeuT W8-Y265-Y268), which would restrict, if not block, access of IC water, a feature typical of OF state Loland et al., 2004) ; the stable coordination of DA, Cl À , and Na1.
Dislocation of Na2 and IC Water Permeation Push TM5 Open In the hDAT OFo state, Na2 was coordinated by the carbonyl of the highly conserved G75 and V78 (TM1) and L418 (TM8) and side chains of D79, S422, and D421. Upon DA binding and reconfiguration into the OFc* and then holo-occluded states, S422 and D79 side groups rotated to interact with DA, leading to weaker interactions with Na2. Na2 instead found a new partner, T269 from TM5 ( Figure S2 ). While the binding pocket was generally dehydrated in the holo-occluded state, transient IC water wires occasionally formed during the aMD runs. These, together with the increased fluctuations and momentary dislocations of Na2 ( Figure 6 and S4), triggered the permeation of additional water molecules ( Figure 7 ) and led to a kinking of TM5 near T269-P273 and its opening to further expose S 1 to the IC aqueous medium.
Opening of the IC Vestibule hDAT progressed to IFo* state in two independent runs (6 and 11; Figures S5 and S8, respectively; see Movies S1 and S2 for the OFo* / holo-occluded / IFo* transition that proceeded by similar patterns in both runs). IC water molecules accessed in both runs the vicinity of DA and Na1 to destabilize the S 1 and the hydrophobic cluster W63-F332-Y335. Na2 dislodging promoted, if not preceded, the concerted reorientations of TM helices and disruption of salt bridges R60(TM1)-D436(TM8) and K66(TM1)-R345(TM7), which would ''release'' TM1a that tilted outward. The local destabilization effects propagated to the IC-exposed parts of TM1a, TM7 and TM8. TM1a outward tilting gradually became more pronounced, which drove further influx (and steady occupancy) of water. DA rotated downward toward the IC entrance ( Figures 8E and S5E ) as the F76 side chain (Figure S2A ) swung away from S 1 .
Release of Ions and Substrate
The reorientations of TM1a and TM7 broke the hydrogen bond N82-N353 between these helices (Figure 7 ). N82-N353 was a stabilizing interaction near the binding pocket. Its disruption gave rise to an enlargement in the cavity near Na1 and Cl (B) TM5 and TM9 reorientations during OFo / holo-occluded transition. In the holo-occluded state, the binding site is dehydrated (water molecules in red).
(C-E) Histograms of inter-helical distances for (C) TM1b-TM10, (D) TM6a-TM10, and (E) TM1a-TM6b, based on 110,000 MD snapshots. The inset shows the snapshots projected onto the subspace spanned by principal components PC1 and PC2. Peaks at 19.0 ± 0.5, 15.9 ± 0.5, and 14.6 ± 0.5 Å in (C) characterize the TM1-TM10 distances in holo-occluded, OFc*, and OFo states, respectively. Corresponding TM6a-TM10 peaks are 22.4 ± 0.5, 18.5 ± 0.5, and 16.9 ± 0.5 Å in (D). TM1a-TM6b distances (at the IC-facing region) remain closed at 11.2 ± 1.0 Å . See the histograms obtained for the apo hDAT in Figure S3 .
led to the release of Na1 and Cl À ( Figure 8D ). Strikingly, TM5 outward tilting coupled with TM1a opening induced the formation of an IC pore, consistent with that observed in IFo LeuT crystal structure ( Figure 9 ) as well as our recent LeuT simulations (Cheng and Bahar, 2014) . The same pore allowed for the exit of Na1 and Cl À (and DA; see below) to the cytosol ( Figure 8F ). The exit of Na2 and DA, however, was prevented by the electrostatic attractions with D79 and D421, even though the IC vestibule reached a wide-open conformation in runs 6 and 11 ( Figures 8E and S5E ). We hypothesized that DA release required (1) a weakening of the attractions by D79 and D421 upon their protonation, for example, or (2) the occupancy of the IC exit by negatively charged entities (i.e. phosphorylation or negatively charged residues clustered along the pore). To test the first hypothesis, we protonated D79 in silico to observe whether the elimination of the attractive interactions between the oppositely charged D79 and DA would facilitate the dislocation of DA. Note that D79 was surrounded by hydrophobic residues F76, A77, V78, L80, A81, W84, F320, and L418, and had access to IC water, which further suggested that it might be protonated. Two independent runs starting from the IFo* state indeed showed that DA diffused within 50 ns (run 12) and 20 ns (run 13) to the IC region upon protonation of D79 (but not D421) (Figure 8 ). The release path for Cl À , Na1, and DA was the same ( Figure 8F ). Weak attractions by series of negatively charged residues lining the pore (D436, E437, E446, and E126) presumably guided, but did not detain, the DA transported.
Global Transitions Mapped by Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) of the trajectories generated in the present study was performed using ProDy (Bakan et al., 2014) . Figure S6 shows the projections of snapshots from eight runs onto the resulting principal space, spanned by PC1 and PC2. These two principal modes account for >45% of all motions. The passage over three global states OF, holo-occluded, and IF is clearly seen as the result of two principal modes of reconfiguration. Further analysis of runs 6 and 11 is presented in Figure 10A , which again highlights the three distinctive states also shown as a probability distribution (lower panel). Collective movements along PC1 and PC2 are illustrated in Figure 10B . The EC-exposed helices (upper panels) display inward tilting to shrink the EC vestibule in both modes, while the IC-exposed regions open up, consistent with the OF / IF transition.
DISCUSSION
Summary of Findings
Our simulations permitted us to visualize for the first time the complete sequence of events from recognition of DA from the EC region to its intake into the presynaptic cell, preceded by the release of Na1 and Cl À . The observed (and proposed) transport mechanism is summarized in Figure 10C , and Movie S3 displays the complete process. Upon DA binding to S 0 and then S 1 in the OFo hDAT, the EC-exposed TM1b and TM6a undergo 10 -15 inward tiltings, coupled to the closure of EC gates R85-D476 and Y156-F320, leading to the OFc* state ( Figure 3) ; this relatively short-lived state spontaneously proceeds to a more compact conformation, whereby the DA/ion binding site is secluded from both the EC and IC environments: the holooccluded state. Inward tilting of TM10 and association with TM1b promotes the formation of a hydrophobic cluster ( Figure 5) A B (D) Snapshot at 220 ns shows the influx of IC water coupled to the outward tilting of TM5 (from its OFo*/OFc* (orange) to its holo-occluded (cyan) orientation) and the disruption of the salt bridge E428-R445 at the IC vestibule entrance, succeeding the temporary dislodging of Na2 toward the IC vestibule. These changes indicate the predisposition of the holo-occluded structure to proceed toward the IF state (Figure 8 ). For more details see Figure S4 .
preventing the hydration of S 1 (and evidently the escape of DA and ions back to the EC region). TM10 tilting also alters the orientation of the connected TM9, which promotes a weakening in interactions among the IC-exposed TM helices; for example, R445-E428 and E446-K257, which connect TM9 to TM8 and TM4 in the OF state, are disrupted. Unwinding of the TM4-TM5 loop (G258-G263) permits the opening of TM5 to the IC region, promoted by Na2 dislocations and permeation of IC water molecules. Subsequently, significant TM1a outward tilting breaks the salt bridges K66-D345 and R60-D436 to complete the transition to IF state and release Cl À and Na1 (Figures 8 and   S5 ) facilitated by the disruption of the N82-N353 hydrogen bond ( Figure 7 ). D79-DA interaction appears to be the only remaining barrier to the release of DA, which is realized only in the protonated state of D79. In addition to these biological findings, the present study has methodological implications. The dual-boost aMD simulations (Hamelberg et al., 2007; Miao et al., 2013 ) of hundreds of nanoseconds are shown here to successfully sample long-time events well beyond the scope of cMD. Indeed, hundreds of aMD trajectories have been shown to capture events at the milliseconds time scale (Pierce et al., 2012) . The advantages of dual-boost aMD are obvious. First, there is no need for a priori definition of the targeted directions of changes (Markwick and McCammon, 2011 , and Na2. Note the instability of Na2 around 150 ns, which triggers the succeeding events. Na1 and Cl À leave the transporter while Na2 and DA remain bound. An alternative trajectory for DA (blue) was generated after protonating D79 (run 12), which led to its release. (E) An IFo* conformation (green; snapshot at 325 ns) and reorientations of TM1a and TM8 relative to their holo-occluded (cyan; 150 ns) pauses.
(F) Exit pathway of DA (purple dots), Cl (cyan dots), and Na1 (yellow dots). Na2 (orange dots) remains bound. The pore is lined by TM1a, TM6b, TM8, and TM5. Data refer to 300-ns aMD (run 11) preceded by 100-ns cMD (run 8). See also Figure S5 .
transitions, in contrast to the dihedral-boost aMD that may fail to capture global changes (Cheng and Bahar, 2013) . The approach used here may be advantageously employed in future investigations of transport or other complex phenomena at the full-atomic scale.
Comparison with Experimental Data for LeuT-Fold Family Members
Many events observed here for hDAT are consistent with those inferred from LeuT structures in different states (see Figure 9 ) (Krishnamurthy and Gouaux, 2012; Yamashita et al., 2005) or from LeuT simulations Bahar, 2013, 2014) . Essentially, global movements (concerted reorientations of TM helices) are conserved. Local interactions such as EC-/IC-gating mechanisms also share close similarities, while the identity of residues that take on comparable roles is specific to the transporter. Thus, the overall fold (or architecture) dictates the global motions, which in turn defines the transport mechanism. However, substrate specificity is imparted by sequence dissimilarities or insertions. We can learn about shared mechanisms from family members, notwithstanding the need to examine individual members to learn about their specific features. Notably, new structural data were recently reported for dDAT in the presence of DA and psychostimulants (Wang et al., 2015) . The DA binding pose and site predicted here for OF hDAT (Figure 1B) show good agreement with those observed in the OF crystal structures. Our simulations further show that DA binding to site S 1 triggers a closure of the EC vestibule. The resulting conformer, OFc*, shares close similarities with the Leu-bound OF LeuT (Yamashita et al., 2005) (Figure 3) . It is interesting to note that a similar closure of the EC vestibule is temporarily sampled even in the apo form of the transporter (runs 14-17; Figure S3) . This is consistent with the view that the transporter has an intrinsic ability to sample open and closed forms, even prior to substrate/ligand binding; and ligand binding stabilizes one of the pre-existing forms , here the closed form. The multiple apo-closed states resolved for the hDAT structural homolog betaine transporter (BetP) further corroborate the accessibility of closed conformations in the apo state.
The structural transitions revealed by the present simulations can be further compared with mutagenesis and structural data on hDAT and its structural homologs. We enumerate below observations made here, which correlate with those made for hDAT or other transporters that share the LeuT fold.
1. Closure of two EC gates R85-D476 and Y156-F320 (Figure 3) is essential to the progression of hDAT from OF to IF states. The hDAT R85D mutant was recently shown to exhibit a complete loss of function, which was restored by the compensating mutation R85D/D476R (Pedersen et al., 2014) . Furthermore, the mutation of Y156 to Ala or Cys led to hDAT inactivation (Beuming et al., 2008) , and the mutation of F319 (counterpart of hDAT F320) in the orthologous rat DAT reduced the turnover rates for DA to less than 1,200-fold (Lin et al., 1999) . 2. D79 plays a key role in DA uptake and stabilization, Na1 coordination, and succeeding structural transitions (Figures 2 , S1, 4B, 6D, S4E, 8E, and S5E). Mutations of D79 to Ala, Gly, or Glu have been reported to significantly reduce DA uptake (Kitayama et al., 1992) . The fact that even D79E reduces DA uptake suggests that not only the charge but also the size of the amino acid at position 79 is important in mediating DA translocation (Kitayama et al., 1992) . 3. The holo-occluded state newly identified here for hDAT shows close resemblance to the occluded IF structure of MhsT from Bacillus halodurans recently resolved in the presence of Na + and L-Trp (Malinauskaite et al., 2014) .
In particular, the hydrophobic cluster centered on W84 ( Figure 5 ) is strikingly similar to that revealed by MhsT crystal structure. The complete closure of EC vestibule prior to exposure of the IC vestibule is another feature common to both structures. 4. The dislocation of Na2 was noted here to trigger the transition of hDAT to substrate-releasing state ( Figures 6B, 7 , 8D, S4B, and S5D). This role of Na2 was also proposed for MhsT by Nissen and co-workers (Malinauskaite et al., 2014) , and suggested by the computational study of LeuT dynamics by Zhao and Noskov (2011) . 5. TM5 and TM10 reorientations facilitate the transition OF / IF. This parallels the observation for LeuT-fold family member BetP as well as our recent study of LeuT transport cycle (Cheng and Bahar, 2014) . Solvation through the TM5 pathway was also pointed out to facilitate the transition of MhsT to the inward-open state (Malinauskaite et al., 2014) . The unwound part of TM5 in the conserved region GX 9 P (G171-P181) of MhsT has been proposed (Malinauskaite et al., 2014) to trigger the solvation of Na2. We have not observed significant disordering at the hDAT homologous region, G263-P273, on TM5, but an extension of the IC-exposed loop G258-G263 The IC pores were plotted using HOLE (Smart et al., 1996) .
( Figures 4B and S4 ). This opening was the consequence, rather than the driving force, of the influx of IC water that was ''attracted'' by the dislodged Na + . 6. TM1a outward tilting (Figures 8, S5 , 9, and 10) is known to be a prominent feature in the IF state of LeuT-fold family of transporters (Krishnamurthy and Gouaux, 2012) . TM1a has been pointed out to take part in a network of interactions that regulates IC gating . In fact, the salt bridges K66-D345(TM7) and R60-D436(TM8) and the hydrophobic interaction W63-Y335(TM6b) ensure IC gate closure , as observed in the present study. Consistently, these two salt bridges and aromatic interaction were destabilized in the simulations of the transition to the IF state. Not surprisingly, hDAT mutations D345N and Y335A have been pointed out to shift the equilibrium toward the IF state (Loland et al., 2004) . 7. Previous studies suggest that extracellular zinc binding likely stabilizes the OF state, thus inhibiting DA uptake (Loland et al., 1999; Norregaard et al., 1998; Stockner et al., 2013) . It has been also reported that zinc potentiates an uncoupled Cl À conductance associated with DAT (Meinild et al., 2004) and is able to restore the transport function of hDAT in the Y335A mutant (Loland et al., 2002) . Three amino acids were originally indicated to coordinate zinc binding (Loland et al., 1999; Norregaard et al., 1998): H193 (in EL2), and H375 and E396 (in EL4) . Recently, the fourth zinc-binding residue D206 (in EL2) was identified and experimentally verified by Stockner et al. (2013) . Notably, our modeled EL2 loop adopted as the initial conformation indicated that H193 and D206 would be in close proximity to H375 and E396 to form a putative zinc-binding site. Yet we note that due to the flexibility of the modeled EL2 loop, the putative zinc-binding pocket may be destabilized in the simulations. Further refinement of the EL2 loop using structurally important features deduced from previous studies (Stockner et al., 2013 ) may help.
Testable Hypotheses for Future Work
We present here a few examples of testable hypotheses on the role of particular residues in hDAT function. Stretching of the IC loop (G258-G263) between TM4 and TM5 may be prevented by mutating G258 and G263 to less flexible residues that may impair the reconfiguration of this loop, and thus interfere with the opening of TM5 to open the IC pore for DA/ions discharge to the cytosol. In addition to TM5, TM7 and, in particular, N353 on TM7 interacting with N82 (TM1), assist the transition to IF state, in a chloride-dependent mechanism (Figures 7 and 9) , which would not be detected in structural homologs that lack anion co-transport. It would be interesting to test whether mutations of N353 and N82 to hydrophobic residues would affect anion transport. Moreover, the disruption of the salt bridges K66-D345 and R60-D436 was instrumental to releasing TM1a (Figures 8 and S5 ). Mutations of these residues to Ala would shift the equilibrium toward IF state, perhaps promoting the efflux, rather than influx, of DA/ions. Conversely, cysteine substitutions at those positions in the presence of reducing agents that promote their cross-linking may arrest the transporter in the OF state, which would promote binding from the synapse, but not uptake. Finally, here we report an IC-exposed salt bridge, R445-E428, for the first time to our knowledge, to facilitate the opening (or stabilize the open state) of the IC vestibule. This charged pair is highly conserved among the eukaryotic family members, but is absent in LeuT. It remains to be seen whether substitutions (of alanines, for example) at those positions affect function.
Finally, we note that a large portion of the N and C termini have not yet been resolved for DAT. A recent study has proposed an approximate structural model for the (largely unstructured) N and C termini in the closely related serotonin transporter (Fenollar-Ferrer et al., 2014) . Further studies are required to establish the role of N and C termini in assisting dopaminergic signaling.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Homology Modeling and Docking Analysis
Homology models of hDAT in the OFo state were constructed using MODELLER v9.10 (Sali and Blundell, 1993) , based on dDAT crystal structure (PDB: 4M48) (Penmatsa et al., 2013) . Sequence alignment was generated using Uniprot (http://www.uniprot.org). To model the human counterpart of the EL2 loop segment (S190 to P212 in hDAT) that was deleted in the crystal dDAT, we adopted the disulfide bridge between C180 and C189 in hDAT as a structural constraint (Stockner et al., 2013) in our homology modeling. Then 100 homology models were constructed, and the one with the lowest MODELLER objective function score was selected for further refinement and simulations. The quality of the modeled EL2 loop was assessed based on three criteria (Stockner et al., 2013) : (1) the N-glycosylation sites N181, N188, and N205 were required to be exposed to the EC medium; (2) C180 and C189 would form a disulfide bond; (3) H193 would be in close proximity to H375 and E396 (in EL4) since a zinc ion is known to be coordinated by these three residues. The modeled EL2 loop adopted in the initial conformation satisfied all these three criteria (data not shown). Due to its high flexibility, EL2 was generally observed to be disordered during the course of simulations. DA docking simulations were performed using AutoDock (Morris et al., 2009) with the hDAT OFo model. The most favorable DA binding pose identified by AutoDock was observed to closely correspond to the site S 1 , equivalent to that of Leu in LeuT OFc* structure (PDB: 2A65) (Yamashita et al., 2005) .
Preparation of Simulation Systems
The MD simulation systems were prepared using VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996) . Figure 1 shows the simulation setup adopted as starting point in two sets of runs: (A) hDAT in OFo state, with one DA molecule placed more than 20 Å away from D79 (runs 1-6; see Table S1 ) and (B) hDAT in OFo* state, where DA is pre-docked onto the site S 1 , as the best predicted site by AutoDock (runs 7-13). Except for the position of the initial DA molecule, both systems were identical prior to simulations. Two sodium ions, one chloride ion and cholesterol molecule resolved in the crystal structure (not shown), were also included (Penmatsa et al., 2013) . The TM domain of hDAT was inserted into the center of a pre-equilibrated palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) lipid mixture, following a previous approach Bahar, 2013, 2014) . Fully equilibrated TIP3 waters were added to form a rectangular box of 104.6 3 104.6 3 150 Å 3 . Na + and Cl À ions corresponding to a 0.15 M solution were added to neutralize the system. Overall the simulation system was composed of one hDAT, 196 POPC, 88 Cl À ions, 83 Na + ions, two Zn 2+ ions, four cholesterol molecules, and about 29,100 water molecules: a total of more than 141,000 atoms. The two Zn 2+ ions originally placed in the EC region bulk solution remained in the solution and did not bind to hDAT during simulations. A summary of the series of simulations is presented in Table S1 . The cMD protocol is described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Accelerated MD Method and Parameters aMD simulations were performed using dual-boost mode (Hamelberg et al., 2007; Miao et al., 2013) implemented in NAMD2 (Phillips et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2011) . Accordingly, boost potentials are applied not only to the dihedral angles (with corresponding parameters being E dihed , a dihed ) (Hamelberg et al., 2004) , but also to the total potential of all atoms (E total , a total ) in the system. The input parameters (E dihed , a dihed ; E total , a total ) were chosen based on Miao et al. (2013) : E dihed = (1 + l) V dihed_avg and acceleration factor a dihed = lV dihed_avg /5, where V dihed_avg is the average dihedral energy calculated from 20-ns cMD equilibration simulations and l is an adjustable boosting parameter adopted to be l = 0.3, in line with earlier work (Miao et al., 2013) . Likewise, for the total potential and corresponding acceleration factor, we adopted the relations E total = V total_avg + 0.2N atoms and a total = 0.2N atoms , where V total_avg is the average total potential energy calculated from the 20-ns cMD equilibration and N atoms is the number of atoms in the system.
Trajectory Analysis VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996) with in-house scripts was used for visualization and analysis. Calculations of inter-helical distances were based on residues K66-V78 (TM1a), L80-Q93 (TM1b), A308-L322 (TM6a), F326-Y335 (TM6b), and G467-G481 (EC-exposed TM10 segment). For RMSD calculations, hDAT residues R58 to E598 were used, excluding the structurally unresolved EL2 loop segment (S190-P212). For all cMD runs, the RMSD was 2.0 ± 0.3 Å ( Figure S7A ). In all aMD runs performed to explore the transition from the OF state, the helical bundle remained well packed and the observed RMSD (3.6 ± 0.6 Å ) was comparable with those obtained for LeuT OFo and IFo crystal structures ( Figure S7B ), in support of the applicability of dual-boost aMD. The EL2 loop was highly mobile in the simulations ( Figure S7E ); including the entire EL2 loop in the calculations increased the RMSDs to 3.6 ± 0.6 Å in cMD runs and 5.0 ± 1.0 Å in aMD runs ( Figure S7D ). PCA of MD trajectories was performed using ProDy (Bakan et al., 2014) and visualized using its Normal Mode Wizard implemented in VMD. The PCA was conducted for 354 C a atoms corresponding to TM helical domains, the TM4-TM5 and TM8-TM9 loops, and the N-terminal segment R60-K65. 
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